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Charter Summary

WG PURPOSE/MISSION
Develop a body of knowledge that will inform systems engineering on how to deal with unpredictable, uncertain, and evolving environments.

WG GOAL(S)
- Agile systems-engineering and agile-systems engineering fundamentals.
- Agile acquisition processes.
- Supplier Quick Reaction Capability (QRC).
- Design that can respond effectively to the pace of technology and changing user expectations.
- International engagement.

WG SCOPE
Fundamentally necessary and sufficient INCOSE-relevant architectural concepts and concept-employment principles that enable any system or process to be agile.
Planned Work for IW

Agile Systems & SE WG IW19 Workshop
Mon 28 : 13:00-18:00

IW19 Agile Systems & SE WG Workshop will review projects in process, collaborations in process, consider new projects, and discuss whatever you like. See WG Connect Site IW19 folder in shared documents for agenda and GlobalMeet link. Monday 0900-1700, Pacific Time.